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Colour (Josephine Cutts)
Colour - colour everywhere.
Bright, vibrant, intense.
Saturating the landscape, painting the sky.
Solemn, symbolic, or identifying.
Faded now with subtle hues,
gentle, harmonious, misty.
Shadowy tones, not quite colourless.
Colours of danger,
demanding action, giving warning,
hot and fiery, bright and flashing.
Colours of peace and gentleness,
cool, calm, and atmospheric.
Colour - Surrounded by colour.

Umbrellas of Split (Stan Darling)

Luminarium 2018 (Barry Coulby)

Luminarium 2018 (Barry Coulby)

After Piet Mondrian (Diana Gamble)

Still Life (Anna Binns)

Colour and Musical Sounds (Patricia Gammons)

Chromaesthesia
Chromaesthesia, also known as sound-tocolour synaesthesia, is a condition where
the sound of a note being played on any
instrument
involuntarily
evokes
an
experience of a colour.
People
with
chromaesthesia
are
consciously aware of their synaesthetic
colour associations in their daily lives.
When listening to music, they perceive
colours in addition to the normal auditory
sensations. It is spontaneous and without
effort or thought.
The keyboard in the accompanying image
is coloured so as to represent what is
heard when a certain note is played and
the colour invoked as that note is played. It
is easy to see.

Colour Blindness (Joan Mayhew)

Colour blind test - what numbers can you see in the circles?

Colour Blindness is the inability to distinguish certain colours or, rarely in humans, any colour at
all (monochromacy, or achromatopsia). Most commonly, it is red/green/yellow colours which are
affected.
It is passed on genetically. The frequency of red-green colour blindness in males is 8% or 1 in 12.
In females, it is about 0.5% or 1 in 200.
Cause: some cones (colour-sensitive cells) are missing.

Colour Blindness (Joan Mayhew)
Red-Green Colour Blindness Test

Issues arising from colourblindness:
Problems in school if colours are used in learning.
Problems with food e.g. ripe fruit, fully cooked meat.
Trouble identifying safety signs.
Some job limitations e.g. pilot, train driver, air traffic controller, electrician.
There is no cure but it rarely gets worse and most people adapt to it.
Girls are usually the carriers of the faulty gene, so mothers can pass it on to their children, but they may
not have a problem themselves. It is usually passed on from mother to son on the X chromosome.

Traffic Lights – A Brief History (Joan Mayhew)

The First Traffic Signal. Although the purpose of a traffic signal
is to regulate the flow of automobiles, traffic signals came into
existence long before automobiles were invented. The idea for
developing traffic signals began in the 1800s and, on December
10th, 1868, the first gas-lit traffic lights were installed outside the
Houses of Parliament in London. The model was proposed by a
British railway engineer, JP Knight. It was implemented to control
the traffic of horse carriages in the area and allow pedestrians to
safely cross the roads.

Gas-fuelled lights were manually controlled by a police officer using semaphore arms. During
daylight, the semaphore arms would be raised or lowered by the police officer, signalling to
vehicles whether they should proceed or stop. At night, instead of arms, gas-lit red and green
lights were used. Red signalled carriages to stop and green meant proceed. Red was used to
stop, as it represented danger or caution, whereas green was determined to be a more
reassuring colour in most cultures and also has a strong emotional correspondence with
safety.
Gas-lit traffic lights were not entirely safe to use. There were some incidents of lights exploding
at night and injuring police officers who were controlling them!

Traffic Lights – A Brief History (Joan Mayhew)
The Electric Traffic Signal. In 1912, an American policeman, Lester Wire, was concerned by
the increasing traffic and came up with the idea of the first electric traffic light. Based on Wire’s
design, lights were first installed in Cleveland, Ohio, on 5 th August 1914, at the corner of 105th
and Euclid Avenue.
In 1920, a policeman named William Potts in Detroit, Michigan invented the first 4-way and 3coloured traffic lights. Apart from red and green, a third colour (amber or yellow) was
introduced. Detroit became the first city to implement this design of traffic lights.

In the 1960s, traffic lights became computerised. Computers can also monitor the weather and
now lights can be altered depending on the weather. They can also be adjusted in the case of
emergencies. So, computers have vastly improved the handling of traffic and increased total
road safety. The countdown timer was introduced to traffic lights in the 1990s. This helps
pedestrians to know whether they have enough time to cross the road before the signal
changes colour.

Inuit Clothes (Jean Earnshaw)

Bride and Friends Enjoying ‘Selfie Time’,
Murshidabad, India (Babli Lodh)

Sari-clad Dancers at Diwali Festival,
Market Square, Nottingham (Babli Lodh)

Ultramarine (Josephine Cutts)

The story of Ultramarine. Have you ever wondered why the Virgin Mary is always pictured wearing blue? Before the 19 thC,
ultramarine blue was made from Lapis lazuli, a luminous blue mineral mined in Afghanistan. In Renaissance Europe, it was
immensely expensive thanks to its rarity and the time-intensive process of grinding the mineral into paint. The yield was small,
with 1kg of mineral producing only 30g of pigment. As a result it was used sparingly, usually reserved for the robes of the
Virgin Mary but sometimes also for other holy figures. The colour came to symbolise humility and purity, as well as signifying
the wealth of the patron who commissioned its use. An artist would often charge for the pigment separately on the invoice so
that the patron could choose how much ultramarine they wanted to pay for.
In 1886, a synthetic version was developed by a French chemist who created a pigment chemically identical to Lapis lazuli but
even more vivid in colour. In order to differentiate it from its mineral counterpart, it was called French Ultramarine and, due to
its affordability, it quickly became the more prevalent alternative to the original pigment. It is now considered an essential
colour in an artist’s palette. Genuine Lapis lazuli paints are still produced, but they are no longer labelled as Ultramarine.
Compared with the synthetic pigment, Lapis lazuli is a more muted colour. It’s extraordinary that a colour that was once worth
its weight in gold is now one of the most common blues. The story of ultramarine blue is the story of the power of colour - the
lengths we will go to obtain it and the innovations of modern chemistry which put it within our reach.

Hot-air Balloon (Stan Darling)

Taken at Bristol Balloon
Fiesta

Still Life (Anna Binns)

Colours of the British Forces (Patricia Gammons)

KHAKI, AIR FORCE BLUE, NAVY BLUE
Khaki is a light shade of brown with a yellowish tinge or sometimes an olive tinge. It is
associated with army uniform (ground forces) and used around the World. It can also be
camouflaged by printed green and brown irregular patches/shapes on the khaki background.
Since 1848, it has been an English colour name when it was first introduced as a military
uniform.
Air Force Blue. Various tones of azure blue and associated with the colour of the sky. Royal
Air Force blue is a medium shade of azure blue and the colour of the uniform issued to the
British Royal Air Force in 1920. It came about as the result of a surplus of blue herringbone
twill which had originally been intended for use in the uniforms of the Czarist Russian imperial
cavalrymen, before the Revolution occurred.
Navy Blue is a very dark shade of the colour blue. It had its origins in the colour of the
uniforms worn by officers in the Royal Navy since 1748. The white hats were in great contrast.
It was adopted by other navies around the world. It was mentioned as a colour name in the
early 19th century and, when it came into common usage, it was called marine blue but
inevitably became navy blue. Many navies have changed to black for practical reasons as it
does not fade so quickly.

The British Flag (Edwina Hillyard)

These are watercolours showing
early designs for the first British flag,
ca 1604 (National Library of
Scotland, Edinburgh).
The tricolour design goes back to
the early 17th C, when King James
V1 of Scotland became King James
1 of England at the same time
uniting the two kingdoms under a
single rule. At the time, the Scottish
banner (a white X on a blue
background) and the banner of
England (a red cross on a white
background)
were
combined,
leading (in 1606) to the creation,
after various attempts, of the current
British flag.
The red X of Ireland was added in
1801.

